JRC LITTERCAM for monitoring of riverine floating macro litter
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The European Commission Joint Research Centre JRC is providing
support to the implementation of the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive and is therefore also studying methods for the quantification of
riverine litter flows to the seas (TG Marine Litter, 2016). Quantification of
macro litter flows in riverine systems is of importance for management
purposes and prioritization of policy actions, as the proportion of litter
reaching the sea from inland through waterways is not known.
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Object based image recognition using ECOGNITION software
(TRIMBLE) was employed in order to identify floating objects on the
water surface and to verify their occurence in a multiple step approach. A
INTEL XEON CPU E5-2650 v4 12 core, 64 GB RAM workstation
(FUJITSU) provided the computing power for the image analysis.
JRC LITTERCAM image analysis
The specifically developed ruleset (TAMA GROUP) identifies potential objects by comparison of a stacked image set with
individual images. For each potential object candidate then the following two images are analysed for the occurence of that
object in a distance, in river flow direction, that matches the river flow speed, previously calculated by the software. Once an
object has been confirmed in two steps it is flagged as a final object candidate and provided with the two following images as
output for a final manual check.
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Within the RIMMEL (RIverine and Marine floating macro litter Monitoring
and Modelling of Environmental Loading) project, an observation network
by human observers on 52 rivers was set-up and operated for 1 year
(Gonzalez, 2017). While this has provided an overview about surface
floating macro litter in riverine systems, a continuous observation method
is needed for the observation of short term variability and peak events.
Therefore a camera system with automated image analysis was set-up,
as a further development of the JRC SEALITTERCAM (Hanke, 2014).
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JRC LITTERCAM system
-

High resolution (5120 x 5120 pixel) digital industrial camera (SVS-VISTEK) installed in a watertight housing
Industrial computer with 1 TB SSD and power supplies for periphery are installed in a splashproof box
Sensor array system (Thies Clima) and GPS sensor provide weather condition, light and geographic coordinates.
Manual focus 50 mm Zeiss lens at aperture 1.8.
The camera is pointed perpendicular downward to the water surface
Images are aquired at a frequency of 1/second, resulting in 3600 images/hour and are stored as jpg files for later off-line
analysis.

Littercam deployment
Following first tests on the Ticino and Magra River, the camera was
deployed on a bridge across the River Po in northern Italy, close to
Piacenza from 10.-15.11.2017. The camera was installed under the
bridge on a gangway, at a height of 14 m above the water, resulting in a
coverage of 6.5 x 6.5 m water surface and a resolution of 8 pixel/cm.
The system was continuously operational, image aquisition was triggered
by a light sensor, resulting in daily image data from ca. 7:00 – 17:00, for a
total of 49 hours during the deployment period.

Each image file is accompanied by a metadata file with information on
image aquisition, light conditions, and geographical coordinates.
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Computing time averaged 30 hours for 1 hour of images i.e. 3600
images. Encoding of the final ruleset in a dedicated application will
reduce computing time drastically. Objects could be recognised
automatically. The analysis of the full dataset is ongoing, including a prior
further optimisation of the ruleset parameters.
Outcome
• Image acquisition by the LITTERCAM system proved operational and
robust for long term deployment
• Image quality + resolution allows detection of objects down to few cm
• Environmental conditions require scrutining of image datasets
• Further work is required to optimize the Ecognition ruleset
• Long term deployment is planned for testing under various conditions
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